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STEP Project

Innovation-oriented management of knowledge at Higher Education Institu-
tions (HEIs) has become a critical issue to respond to the global challenges 
of increasing employment opportunities and socio-economic development. 
Within this aim, enhancing cooperation between university and industry is 
high on the agenda of policy-makers and HEIs around the globe.
The situation is particularly demanding in Palestine, where the specific local 
and political conditions have a direct impact on the difficulties regarding em-
ployment and economic development.
STEP identifies a clear need for action in Palestine to boost the process for 
entrepreneurship opportunities towards economic development and em-
ployability. With the goal of improving conditions for quality growth and 
jobs, the project will stimulate the university-enterprise cooperation culture 
in Palestine, by promoting good practice for setting internal-interfaces in 
universities, creation of capacities in human resources, promoting coherent 
information and communication strategies amongst the universities’ com-
munities and within the local business environment. It will also provide nec-
essary strategic input for the creation of long-term partnerships and collabo-
rative research with enterprises.

STEP aims to contribute to the socio-economic development in Palestine by 
strengthening linkages between universities and enterprises in terms of co-
operation and partnerships.

Specific objectives:
 O Creation of a nation-wide university-enterprise Network in Palestine as 

a well-founded dialogue platform for the sharing of experiences and 
good practice in university-enterprise cooperation.

 O Capacity building for Palestinian universities from the West Bank and 
the Gaza Strip regarding managerial and strategic thinking to set up 
stronger and solid relations with local enterprises.

 O Establishment and implementation of specialized Industry Liaison Of-
fices (ILOs) to reinforce universities-enterprises collaboration at 5 Pales-
tinian HEls from the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.
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Executive Summary

In the following pages you can find depicted the featured offices and their 
KTT services as well as quantitative comparisons and other details re-
garding these KTT offices. In this sense, several remarks can be identified: 

 O “Entrepreneurship: spin-outs from university, start-ups (e.g. via in-
cubator, e.g. entrepreneurship training courses)”, “Lifelong learning, 
training courses”, “Students´ mobility, career services (e.g. work 
places)” and “R&D collaboration, contract research projects and 
scientific/technological services” appears to be the four most com-
prehensive fields of KTT activities in the case of these Palestinian 
centers. 

 O Additionally, the most important budget source for these offices is 
the university budget. Still there is a wide range of services, which 
generate third party income, private funds being the less relevant 
even though a slight increase has been observed in 2015. 

After the description of these Palestinian KTT centers, an assessment of 
different aspects of KTT in practice is provided so new or recently estab-
lished offices in Palestinian territory may consider these for their future 
development.
Moreover, the comparison between workload and an assessment of the 
effectiveness of different modes of KTT illustrates that assisting R&D 

collaboration or contract research projects does not only occupy most 
of the workload but it is also top-ranked when it comes to effectiveness 
of KTT measures. Despite the low workload of the commercialization of 
R&D results by patenting/licensing, it is ranked at the top in terms of ef-
fectiveness.
Concerning researchers motivation to participate in KTT activities and, 
hence, to the future of KTT centers and University-Industry Cooperation, 
a set of incentives is presented. A suitable list for this aim may be dealing 
with financial incentives, awareness/appreciativeness, practical hands-
on services and communication and training courses.
Measuring performance can be a very tricky task, especially for KTT offic-
es. Performance´ proxy of KTT centers depends very much on the busi-
ness processes at the institution and the role of the offices (i.e. not all 
services are mandatory, some can be voluntary services). 
The factors promoting and hindering KTT, from a triple perspective, gen-
erally known as “triple helix” – SMEs (businesses) / university / others 
(usually government) –, is also included. Accordingly, it is primarily up to 
universities and their KTT offices to positively or negatively influence KTT 
as the widest range of KTT drivers and barriers is in their hands. Never-
theless business community has also big influence in this aspect.
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List of Abbreviations
KTT: Knowledge and Technology Transfer

R&D: Research & Development

IPR: Intellectual Property Rights

SME: Small and Medium Sized Enterprise

FTE: Full Time Equivalent (referring to no. of staff)

HEI: Higher Education Institution

RTO: Research and Technology Organization (non-university))
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Introduction
Having in mind the need and benefits of a clear guide of good practice of academic institutions` offices responsible for assisting and 
promoting KTT between the university and businesses, next we present the case study of five Palestinian KTT centers.
There is a large scale of University-Industry cooperation activities. Nonetheless the most common ones are listed below:

 O R&D collaboration, contract research projects, scientific or technological services;
 O Commercialization of R&D results by patenting, licensing
 O Entrepreneurship (spin-outs from university, start-ups)
 O Student mobility, career services
 O  Mobility of academics between science and businesses
 O Involvement of businesses in curricula development
 O Lifelong learning, training courses

These are the modes of University-Industry cooperation that were considered in the analyses of the five Palestinian KTT offices 
under study. Furthermore, and aiming to achieve well-structured responses, a questionnaire (Annex) was compiled and sent to the 
Palestinian universities as partners of the consortium of STEP TEMPUS joint project. 
The present document is structured as follows. In the next section we briefly describe the offices and their services. Section 3 is an 
assessment of KTT in practice and includes a review of issues which similar offices in the Palestinian territory may benefit from: 
Effectiveness of different modes of KTT, ways to motivate university staff to get involved in KTT, key elements for KTT performance 
(metrics), involving SMEs in KTT, collaboration with partners and infrastructure for promoting KTT.

1



Acronym University KTT offices Web Contact

KTT offices presented

HUILU Hebron University
Hebron University-Indus-
try Linkages Unit

http://www.hebron.edu/
HUILU/index.php/en

Dr.Faded Takrori 

IUGIC
The Islamic University of 
Gaza

IUG-Industry and Commu-
nity Liaison Center

http://www.iugaza.edu.
ps/en/

Eng.Basel F. Qandeel

NABIC
An-Najah National Univer-
sity

An-Najah University’s In-
novation and Partnership 
Center

www.najah.edu/
node/32645 Dr.Yahya Saleh

UCIBD
University Collage of Ap-
plied Sciences

UCAS Innovation& Busi-
ness Development Center

http://en.ucas.edu.ps/
Dr.Mohammed 
Mushtaha

PPUITTC
Palestine Polytechnic 
University

PPU Innovation and Tech-
nology Transfer Center

www.ppu.edu/ppuittc
Dr.Ayman Tamimi

Table 1. An overview of the KTT offices

7
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Characteristics of KTT offices

J
The characteristics of the different offices, which were involved in the survey, are presented in this section. It shows the dif-
ferent modes of KTT, which the offices deal with, and the respective workload in everyday business, figures on staff and staff 
qualifications, the sources of funding and the timeline of establishing the different services for promoting KTT.

3.1. Support services for different modes of KTT addressed by the offices 

Table 2: Support services for different modes of KTT addressed by the offices showing relative workload (blank: KTT mode not addressed) 

Workload % Arithmetic mean*

R&D collaboration/contract research projects, scientific/tech. Service 8,00%

Commercialization of R&D results by patenting, licensing 4,00%

Entrepreneurship: spin-outs from university, start-ups (e.g. via incuba-
tor, e.g. entrepreneurship training courses) 28,00%

Student mobility, career services (e.g. work placemen) 20,00%

Mobility of academics between science and businesses (e.g. teachers 
from industry; PhD in enterprises) 7,00%

Involvement of businesses in curricula development 15,00%

Lifelong learning, training courses 18,00%
Note: * The arithmetic mean is calculated among the five Palestinian universities. Therefore, in average, Palestinian universities dedicate 8% to R&D 
collaboration, contract research and technological service projects out of 100% (the total is per each university).

Without a doubt, the “Entrepreneurship: spin-outs from university, start-ups (e.g. via incubator, e.g. entrepreneurship training courses)” is the major 
priority of these offices in terms of university-industry collaboration modes representing on average 28% of the workload. “Students mobility, career 
services (e.g. work placement)” is the second most used university-industry cooperation activity in the Palestinian university under study closely fol-
lowed by the “Lifelong learning, training courses”. Nevertheless, patenting or licensing the results of R&D is the less used university-industry mode.

3.2. Number of persons involved in the KTT offices and staff qualification
Table 3. Number of persons involved in the KTT offices and staff qualification

No. of Staff From 2 to 50

                                                   Qualification of staff in %

Science / engineering graduates 40.00%

Law / business economic graduates 15.00%  (only temporally involved)

Other graduates 20.00%

Administrative qualification 10.00 %

Technical qualification 15.00%

3
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Characteristics of KTT offices

3. 3. Source of funding the KTT offices
The university budget is in most cases by far the most important budget source for these KTT offices with an average share of more than 52% of the 
office budget (see table 4). Furthermore, most of the offices compete for and successfully attract other public and private sources, which account for 
another 22% of the budget (on average) and a 20% respectively.
Table 4. Source of funding KTT offices

Funding sources %

University funding 25%

Other public funding 50%

Private funding 25%

3. 4. History of establishing services for different modes of KTT
One of the newest support service of these offices is the “Mobility of academics between science and businesses” as it was established less than 2 years 
ago. In a similar situation can be included the “Commercialization of R&D results by patenting, licensing”. However, most of the support services of 
these offices were established more than 6 years ago and have been provided continuously for many years (see table 5). 
Table 5. History of establishing services for different modes of KTT

<1 years ago 1-3 years ago >3 years ago

R&D collaboration / contract research projects, sc./tech. services* 25,00% 30,00% 45,00%*

Commercialization of R&D results by patenting, licensing 40,00% 20,00% 40,00%

Entrepreneurship: spin-outs from university, start-ups 50,00% 50,00% 0,00%

Student mobility, career services 40,00% 30,00% 30,00%

Mobility of academics between science and businesses 50,00% 20,00% 30,00%

Involvement of business in curricula development 40,00% 30,00% 30,00%

Lifelong learning, training courses 40,00% 30,00% 30,00%

Note: * only three of the five universities answered the survey regarding this item, but the percentages are calculated according to the number of 

survived universities. If we consider only the responses then 45% of the offices established the R&D mode for more than three years ago.

3
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4.1. Effectiveness of different modes of KTT
Even though among the five Palestinian universities the use of university-industry cooperation modes some similarities can be detected, their effec-
tiveness is very different (see table 6). 
Table 6. Effectiveness of different modes of KTT Ranking

Modes of KTT Effectiveness
(1: very effective, 5: very little effective)

Workload % 
of total

R&D collaboration / contract research projects, 
sc./tech. services* 3,0* 15,00%

Commercialization of R&D results by patenting, 
licensing 1,5 10,00%

Entrepreneurship: spin-outs from university, 
start-ups (eg. via incubator, eg. entrepreneurship 
training courses)

1,6 15,00%

Student mobility, career services 2,4 20,00%

Mobility of academics between science and busi-
nesses 2,0 10,00%

Involvement of business in curricula develop-
ment 3,0 15,00%

Lifelong learning, training courses 4,0 15,00%

Note: * four of the universities under study indicated the effectiveness of the R&D collaboration/contract research projects, scientific/tech. service. The 
mean of effectiveness of this mode is calculated according to the number of responses.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, on average 28% of KTT workload is dedicated to the promotion and administration of Entrepreneurship responding 
to Spin-outs from university, start-ups (e.g. via incubator, e.g. entrepreneurship training courses) services. The importance of this mechanism does 
not seem recognized properly as it is bottom-ranked when it comes to effectiveness of KTT measures. This does not mean that the mechanism is not 
relevant enough, but the necessity of improving this mode of university-industry cooperation method. However the R&D collaboration or contract re-
search projects responding to Scientific and technological services is top-ranked in terms of effectiveness. Students’ mobility, career services and the 
involvement of business in curricula development have also a high effectiveness and their importance is underlined by the large amount of workload. 
In the previous report (January 2015) a relatively low ranked effectiveness of the KTT mode “Commercialization of R&D results by patenting, licensing” 
was observed and considered to be possibly due to:

 O The uncertainty of substantial additional income.
 O The high cost of patenting.
 O The long process from the invention to the market success, and hence, long process of recovering the investment and obtaining economic benefits.
 O An increasing focus on valorizing research output for society and not only for companies.
 O The need for specialized support staff that must accommodate rather uncertain individual career perspectives.

Nevertheless, after another year and the cumulated experience within this period, it is now the most effective KTT mode. This seems to be somehow 
contradictory due to the lowest workload allocated (only 10%). Thus, it is still place for improvement, but it seems that patenting and licensing, as a 
KTT mode, has a vast potential, which should be exploited at a bigger scale. 

4Key findings
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Key findings
4.2. Ways to motivate university staff / students to get involved in KTT
With the aim to increase researchers´ motivation for an extended involvement in university-industry activities the following activities 
are regarded as most relevant:

4
 O Endless training courses – following the need assessments of the market – for the staff members (e.g. Technology of Renewable Energies).
 O Continuous training for students in order to be able to integrate in the market directly after finishing their studies (e.g. smart phones and 

its applications).
 O Periodical training for researchers of how to apply for specific projects in all fields, project management, funding opportunities.
 O Courses and workshops for collaboration between university and industry meant for communication and looking for ways of helping the 

industry in finding a solution to industries´ problems. 
 O Regular workshops that include the industrial sector beside the collage members in order to get feedback with the needs of the surround-

ing market.
 O Establishing Incubators that embrace the creative ideas, support it and after that, helping in marketing it.
 O Helping students in establishing their own SME.
 O Rewards, Awards, Scholarships, Grants, Free trainings, Publications and Media, Participation in events and students Innovation conferences, Mo-

tilities, Licensing of Patents, Spin-Off Companies, Employment and job vacancies, etc.
Among the five Palestinian universities under study, some of them offer a service for the assessment of the commercial potential of researcher´s in-
ventions or research results with the aim of selecting the proper commercialization means (e.g. license, patent sale, start up, spin off, etc.). While two of 
these universities do not have this kind of service for their researchers, several incubators acting as service provider, in the other three cases no homo-
geneity is observed. The main provider of this type of service is the own university, the Ministry of National Economy or the local business community. 
In the same line, not all Palestinian universities focus in the same commercialization means. They opt for patenting, spin offs and, to some extent, for 
start ups. Additionally, most of the times, the decision is not individual, but an institutional one.

4.3. Key elements for reporting KTT performance
As stated in the survey, on one hand, it should be mentioned that the knowledge and technology transfer performance of any institute couldn’t be 
directly attributed only to the corresponding office. Considering the average headcount of these administrative offices they usually act as facilitators 
and advisors in a subsidiary function. 
On the other hand, in the evaluation of these offices performance many limitations and criteria should be considered (see table 7). 
Table 7. Metrics used for KTT office´s performance

Quantitative indicators Qualitative indicators

R&D collaboration, contract 
research, scientific and tech-
nological services

Number of and income generated by collaborative research projects, 
contract research, scientific and technological service projects, distrib-
uted by funding partners

Percentage of research contracts 
Percentage of innovation
Percentage of beneficial impact

Commercialization of R&D 
results (e.g. patent, license)

Number of patents filed for application (remark: the number of new 
patent applications filed in a given period (e.g. year) depends both on 
quantity and quality of inventions disclosures and on patent cost bud-
get available to the university or KTT office).
Number of patents granted (at national and international level)

Percentage of innovation

Entrepreneurship

Number of start-ups accepted
Number and amount of pre-seed loans granted to start-ups
Amount of seed and venture capital attracted by start-ups
Growth of start-ups (FTE, Turnover, Profits)
Number of students and researchers participating in entrepreneurship 
education
Research and Development projects income from their star-ups.

Focus groups
Workshops
Interviews with participants
Percentage of entrepreneurship projects
Percentage of matching community 
needs and demands

KTT offices
Number of consultancy meetings with researchers and/or business
Number of an expected income from the assisted projects
Self-financing

Percentage of feasibility and profitability
Percentage of efficiency and effectiveness
Percentage of sustainability
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Key findings4

4.4. Geographical scope of the business the KTT offices deal with
A relevant aspect regarding the efficiency and effectiveness of such KTT office may also be linked to the distance between the business target 
group and the location of the offices. Therefore, a question related to this aspect was in the survey. According to the answers, the majority of 
the offices´ business target group is located in the local area at approximately 20km distance (in 50% of the cases) or in the regional area with a 
distance between 20 and 100km (in 50% of the cases).  
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4.5. Involving SMEs in KTT
Overcoming the cooperation barriers between academia and SMEs is an explicit objective of virtually any single strategic paper on 
innovation. KTT offices in their role as an interface to the business world, which in sheer numbers is dominated by SMEs have gathered 
a lot of practical intelligence on this issue. There are factors promoting and hampering KTT within all three strands of the “triple helix”: 
SMEs (businesses)/university/others. 

Key findings4

Table 9. KTT drivers and barriers and the triple helix (business-university-others)

KTT drivers KTT barriers

S
M

E
s 

Le
ve

l

1. Proposed solution is competitive, applicable, Profession-
al and cheaper than the others.

2. Sustainability of the service offered.
3. Attraction by continuous development and updates
4. Interest in improving their products and processes (Tech-

nical Solutions, Product Quality, etc.)
5.  Increasing their social responsibility
6.  Promoting their products and services among the univer-

sity community
7.  Solving their managerial and technical problems (Con-

sultations & Services, Profits & Revenues, Export Capabil-
ities, Competent Workforce, etc.)

8.  Promoting the culture of R&D
9.  High technical and theoretical knowledge 
10. More engagement of industry in curriculum development 

and reform
11.  Acquiring cutting-edge technology via joint projects
12. Technical Solutions
13. Consultations & Services
14. Profits & Revenues
15. Competent Workforce
16. Product Quality
17. Export Capabilities

1. Trust and conviction
2. Financial Loss
3. Mistrust in university’s academic and technical abilities
4. Mistrust in the competencies of university’s graduates
5. Shorter time horizons (short payback periods) 
6. Different mentality and culture 
7. Different language
8. Lack of research and development departments
9. Family business mentalities
10. Lack of financial sources
11. Fierce competition by Israeli and foreign products
12. No awareness of the importance of scientific research and aca-

demic approaches in solving SMEs problems
13. Lack of trust the academic outcomes
14. Entry barriers due to the fact that the majority of SMEs are family 

business
15. Lack of allocated budget for R&D activities
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Key findings4
KTT drivers KTT barriers

U
n

iv
er

si
ty

 L
ev

el

1. How much social benefits are harvested.
2. Wide spreading among the different facilities.
3. Valuable profits that help in developing resources.
4. Technical improvements of the talented staff members 
5. Incentives
6. University reputation
7. Employment of Graduate
8. Interest in partnership with industry
9. Interest in fundraising
10. Improving the quality of its graduates and students
11. Promoting the culture of innovation and research and de-

velopment
12. Increasing its community service and social responsibil-

ities
13. Increasing the employment rates of its graduates
14. Increasing its competitiveness with other universities
15. Acquiring cutting-edge technology via joint projects
16. Increasing the potential of student placement and intern-

ships

1. Intellectual Prosperities problems
2. Lack of rewards, sufficient time and funds
3. Large number of graduates and interns
4. Mistrust in SMEs capacities in students placement
5. Different interests, time  horizons, language
6. Lack of collaboration models
7. Lack of technology and knowledge transfer
8. Lack of incentives to participate in joint projects with industry
9. Some traditional (not demanded) academic programs and curricula

O
th

er

1. Mutual benefits
2. Reputation
3. Securing financial support sources through donors
4. Intellectual property rights regulations
5. Promoting the university-industry collaboration via 

granting incentives to both universities and SMEs
6. Engaging the industry in the accreditation process of new 

academic programs
7. Protecting the local national SMEs and their products and 

services
8. Regulating the policies of importing and exporting

1. Financial issues
2. Mutual trust
3. Inactive procedures for protecting intellectual property rights
4. Lack of support to local SMEs
5. Lack of incentives to both parties to collaborate
6. Unregulated import and export policies
7. Lack of cutting-edge testing and calibration techniques
8. Lack of accreditation and standardization for some products
9. Destructed economic situation
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4.6. Collaboration with partners
Most of the respondents state that they collaborate strongly with local 
business incubator units of the universities, the majority being organized 
as separate legal entities. This collaboration is regarded as valuable for 
both University and Industry due to: (1) the advantages of networking 
and collaboration with the university for partnership (i.e., collaborative 
R&D projects is normally extremely high as university created technolo-
gies used in these start-ups are most valuable for the founders and the 
universities can collect funds for the services offered to business com-
munity); (2) the incubators are the key partners in establishing proce-
dures concerning the creation of university spin-off companies; and (3) 
the capacity and the ability of students to get better contact with busi-
ness context through trainings and internships. 
Some KTT offices judge this relationship on the long-term growth of the 
start-ups and contract research projects outsourced to the university. 
Furthermore some KTTs collaborate with the regional Science Parks.

4.7. Infrastructure for promoting KT
There are mainly two types of infrastructure that are regarded as crucial 
in promoting KTT as follows: 
1º. - Regional business incubators (i.e. start-up facilities). This kind of in-
frastructure normally offers office space, prototyping facilities and some 
lab space as well as brokering other “soft” services to their clients. They 
are generally owned by the university or by a group of regional univer-
sities. 
2º. - Testing facilities, scientific instruments, and laboratories. In some 
cases these functions may be integrated into one building or service. 

Key findings4
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Case studies of good practice 
activities in KTT5

These good practice activities in KTT have been reported by the partners by completing Section C. of the individual questionnaire

1 Hebron University Hebron University-Industry Linkages Unit

2 The Islamic University of Gaza IUG-Industry and Community Liaison Center

3 An-Najah National University An-Najah University’s Innovation and Partnership Center

4 University Collage of Applied Sciences UCAS Innovation& Business Development Center

5 Palestine Polytechnic University PPU Innovation and Technology Transfer Center
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5.1. Hebron University-Industry Linkages Unit Case studies of good practice 
activities in KTT5

Success story

HU arranged a meeting with all Palestinian industry and commercial sec-
tors to determine the relation between HU and private sectors. HUILU catch 
up the plastic factories because they were serious and there is opportunity 
to sign a service and consultancy agreement with them and HUILU. A first 
meeting with representatives of these factories had a very positive impact 
on both sides as it was clear that both university via HUILU and plastic indus-
try have potential to cooperate with the aim of developing this industry and 
overcome many problems that face it. An employment day will be arranged 
in which graduated students and owners of factories and companies in dif-
ferent sectors in the area will come together in Hebron University to give 
chance for students to find jobs related to their qualifications.

 O Friendly meeting with the plastic industry to discuss fields of cooperation and listen to their needs.
 O Introducing and offering HUILU services and give representatives of this important industry sector an idea about available facilities and research-

ers that can help them to develop their work.
 O Bringing graduated students and representatives of industry together to give chance for graduated students to find a job

Target groups and stakeholders
 O Representatives of factories and companies 
 O Researchers from HU
 O Graduated students

Quantitative data
 O Private sector: Representative of about 10 companies
 O HU researchers: 6
 O Graduated students: about 100 students mainly from faculty of science and technology 
 O Duration: 4 hours

Some Selected MoU’s
 O MoU : Al-Juneidi Dairy and Food Products (ltd)
 O MoU : Al-Qasrawi Industrial and Trading Company (ltd)
 O MoU : Agricultural Relief Committee (PARC)
 O MoU : URWC
 O MoU : Future for Palestine

Some Implemented Activities
 O Research visits, Plastic industries in Hebron
 O Workshop and conferences participation
 O Participation in Science and Technology Week at Hebron University
 O A book in the field of polymer chemistry prepared by Dr.Fahed Takrori from HUILU was approved for publication
 O Employment marathon days
 O Business plan competition

Awards / recognition
A proposal was received from participants and it’s under discussion.
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5.2. IUG-Industry and Community Liaison Center

Case studies of good practice 
activities in KTT5

Success story
Project: “Enhancing the Employability of engineering students and alum-
ni of IUG through better Linkages with the Private Sector”
During 14 months, IUG and the ILO will work together in partnership with 
PFI to implement the project “Enhancing the Employability of engineer-
ing students and alumni of IUG through better Linkages with the Private 
Sector”. 
- The project aims at benefiting university students and graduates, as well 
as private sector companies in tackling the current challenges of recon-
struction. It involves providing smart solutions for the rebuilding of Gaza, 
for timely restart of private sector companies with less resources, because 
of the slow start of the reconstruction efforts. In addition it improves the 
relevance of the university curricula to the needs of the private sector, and 
allows students to gain direct hands on experience in their field and to 
demonstrate to employers their productive potentials.
- The project is being implemented through and within the Islamic Uni-
versity of Gaza. The IUG connects the university engineering departments 
with the private sector through IUG-Industry and Community Liaison Cen-
ter (IUGIC) which was established in 2014 as one of the outcomes of STEP 
(Strengthening University-Enterprise Linkages in Palestine).  IUGIC is part 
of a nation-wide university-enterprise network in Palestine supported by 
STEP. IUGIC will connect the engineering faculty with the private sector 
by: (a) providing technical assistance to the private sector with experts 
from IUG, (b) ensuring the participation of the private sector for the up-
grading and validation of curricula and their implementation with struc-
tured apprenticeships, and (c) facilitating the transition of graduates to 
the world of work through counselling and job matching.

Whereas the Project immediate outcomes are: 
 O Students and graduate engineers have access to market relevant ca-

reer guidance services through IUGIC that impact positively their job 
choices and employability.

 O The private sector is supported with smart reconstruction solutions 
through providing technical services by the students through IUGIC

 O Engineering Faculty Curriculum have improved market relevance 
with inputs from the private sector

 O  An apprenticeship programme is designed and piloted for replica-
tion, after its impact is measured through randomized control trial.

Target groups and stakeholders
 O Target group from the university: Students and graduate engineers in 

the Engineering departments at the Islamic University of Gaza (IUG)
 O Target group from the industry: manufacturing, mining and construc-

tion enterprises
Quantitative data

 O 150 students participate in job exposure programme.
 O A catalogue of job descriptions is available online as a career guid-

ance tool.
 O 50-hour training course (Soft skills and job search skills) for at least 

80 students and graduated Engineers.
 O Job Fair attended by 100 companies and 200 students. 
 O Website available with updated labour market information.
 O Three curricula are revised and developed (competency profiles and 

tools).
 O 150 apprentices graduate from IUG Faculty of engineering.

Awards / recognition
The project itself has not received awards but it is recognized within Gaza 
as a successful project.

Some Selected MoU’s
 O MoU with Palestinian Federation of Industries (PFI)
 O MoU with Chamber of Commerce – Gaza Governorate
 O MoU with Chamber of Commerce – Middle Area Governorate
 O MoU with Palestinian Information Technology Association of Compa-

nies - PITA
Some Implemented Activities

 O Conducted a workshop “Assessing the Relation between Universities 
and Industry in Palestine”

 O Participated in Assessing Damages in the Industrial Sector.    
 O  Applied for the Scientific Research Project.
 O Implemented a training and Placement program for 60 fresh 

Graduates. 
 O Enhancing IUG graduates employability through Participating and 

organizing career days.
 O Constant updating of IUGIC website and enriching it with materials 

related to careers, job opportunities, success stories, etc.
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Case studies of good practice 
activities in KTT5 O Exchanging knowledge and market-

ing between IUG and local industries 
(workshops)

 O Managing the process of Intellectual 
property (IP) (Technology Manage-
ment) by preparation of IP guidelines.  

 O Raising funds to jointly implement 
projects in collaboration with local 
community and private sector to build 
the professional capacity of local in-
dustry, to develop local industry and 
to provide solutions to problems fac-

ing local enterprises. 
 O Supporting IUG students for the estab-

lishment of dynamic business models 
such as start-ups and spin-offs (entre-
preneurship and Mentoring).

 O The signing of a project to link the Col-
lege of Engineering curriculum practical 
aspects and the private industrial sector 
agreement

 O Buisness plan commitition
 O Marathon days
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Case studies of good practice 
activities in KTT5

5.3. An-Najah University’s Innovation and 
Partnership Center

Success story
Partnership between An-Najah National University, Salfit Furniture Clus-
ter, Salfit Chamber of Commerce and Ministry of National Economy for es-
tablishing Innovation and Development Centre for Salfit Furniture Cluster. 
An-Najah National University, organized and hosted by NaBIC, has signed 
memorandum of understanding with Salfit Furniture Cluster to enhance 
the collaboration and partnership between the university’s departments 
and cluster’s companies. Salfit Furniture Cluster is a group of enterprises 
and institutions working in the furniture industry with the support of the 
Private Sector Development Cluster Project (PSDCP) Implemented by the 
Ministry of National Economy in partnership with the Federation of Pales-
tinian Chambers of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture (FPCCIA). Salfit 
Furniture Cluster was established in 2012 by a group of companies work in 
furniture sector in Salfit and near villages: Qarawet Bani Hassan, Beddya, 
Masha, Azzawye, Deer Istya. 
The stone of the cluster began with 15 industrial and commercial enter-
prises working in the industry of furniture. And it covers all the chain sup-
pliers starting with raw materials, industrial units as factories, furniture 
workshops, paint, to the show rooms and suppliers. This group of medi-
um-sized companies form 50% of the cluster’s production. By the devel-
opment of the cluster, the number of companies working with cluster has 
reached 50 companies.
The general framework of collaboration and partnership with the cluster 
includes the following modes of collaboration:

 O Students and interns placement in cluster’s companies.
 O Conducting innovative graduation projects and master thesis in clus-

ter’s companies.
 O Field visits to cluster’s companies.
 O Improving quality, productivity, effectiveness, efficiency and reduc-

ing cost in cluster’s products and processes via conducting directed 
scientific research.

 O Organizing joint workshops and training.
 O Mutual help in networking and information sharing.
 O Increasing job opportunities of the university’s graduates at Cluster.

The Furniture Innovation and Development Centre to be established in 
the university will be responsible for delivering services to furniture in-
dustries in Palestine in training, design, testing and different consultancy 
in furniture industries.

Target groups and stakeholders
 O University entrepreneur’s students.
 O University graduates.
 O University interns and training students.
 O University undergraduate and graduate students.
 O Members of staff.
 O Cluster’s companies.
 O Cluster’s staff.

Some quantitative data on the „size” of this activity
 O Conducting two graduation projects at Cluster’s companies related 

to:
• Al-Beddawi Company (Lean Assessment and Improvement).
• Continuous improvement initiatives for Abdee furniture factory.

 O Salfit Furniture Cluster continuously receives interns and training 
students to conduct their training in its companies. Interns are com-
ing from different majors including Industrial, Mechanical, Mecha-
tronics engineering, Marketing, Hisham Hijjawi College.

 O Conducting regular field visits by the university students and faculty 
to Cluster’s companies.

Awards / recognition
This program is in the pilot phase, and will be extended if results are positive.
The memoranda of understanding between the university and Salfit Fur-
niture Cluster have received a wide recognition by the local media press. 
The signing ceremony had taken place in the university with the atten-
dance of the university’s presidency office and the director of Salfit Furni-
ture Cluster. Press news releases were published in local newspapers as 
well as in the websites of both the university and Salfit Cluster. This event 
is always considered as a distinguished example of success collaboration 
and partnership between university and industry. Each memorandum of 
understanding covers a one-year time frame and is renewed An-Najah Na-
tional University by the attendance of representatives from both parties.  
 
Some Selected MoU’s

 O MoU with Palestinian Food Industries Union (PFIU)
 O MoU with Ministry of National Economy
 O MoU with Higher Council for Innovation & Excellence (HCIE)
 O MoU with Private Sector Development Cluster Project (PSDCP)
 O MoU with Padico
 O MoU with Al Shifaa for Pharmaceutical and cosmetics Company
 O MoU with Alamour Industrial and Trading
 O MoU with international institute of inspiration economy (IIIE)
 O MoU with Salfit Furniture Cluster
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Case studies of good practice 
activities in KTT5Sama Pharmaceuticals Manufacturing Co.

Some Implemented Activities
 O NaBIC Opening
 O AIN Competition
 O Je-pharm Visit
 O Environmentalists leaders Competition
 O Ibdaa Tech, Conf.
 O Food Exhibition
 O Local Competition/GEW
 O AC GEW
 O Social Innovation Fellowship Workshop
 O Winning of 3 projects in Ibdaa
 O Launching NaBIC Website
 O Participate in a meeting with PSDCP and Faculty of Fine Arts
 O Event Now We Have a Cinema
 O Sustainability from Different Perspectives Workshop
 O Improvement Productivity & Accomplishments of Palestinian Products
 O Strengthening Academic- Business Partnership Conference 
 O Creativity Industry Lecture
 O Participating in Open Day for Practical Training 
 O Innovation and Entrepreneurship in Palestine Lecture
 O Lecture about AIN
 O Lecture about  cewas Competition
 O STEP- Business Plan Competition
 O Singapore’s experience in education and creativity Lecture
 O Intellectual property lecture
 O Science Telepathy Lecture
 O Palestinians first forum for innovators
 O Ending a Course in Human Energetics Science
 O A visit to Sama Pharmaceutical Company
 O Lecture about Sama Pharmaceutical Company
 O Launching “Zyad Abu-Ain Award” Competition
 O Registration of the first Company from Ibdaa ANNU
 O Participating in workshop about 
 O Participating in workshop about Publication and Dissemination of Information  
 O Organizing two Marathons day 
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5.4. UCAS Innovation& Business Development Center

Case studies of good practice 
activities in KTT5

Success story
Title: A staff member for each plant
General Objective
Establishing a bridge of cooperation between the University College of Ap-
plied Sciences (UCAS) from the academic side and a pre-selected factory 
from the industrial sector side.
Specific Objectives

 O Creation of influential collaboration between UCAS and the industri-
al sector, 

 O Capacity building for UCAS regarding managerial and strategic think-
ing to set up stronger and solid relations with local market,

 O Dispatching a pre-trained and pre-qualified staff member from UCAS 
to pre-selected manufactory in order to diagnose the problems faced 
by the firm and introduce a professional solution.

 O Seeking for a sponsorship from one of the national firms. The main 
task of the sponsor is to sustain all activities of the project.

 O Later, generalization of the case study to hit wider range of the local 
factories and firms.

Target groups and stakeholders
 O Telecoms and IT companies
 O Solar power systems
 O Under graduated Students,
 O Alumnies,
 O The staff members.

Quantitative data
This project aims to dispatch a staff member for a pre-selected plant. The 
sample size of this project is in the range between 5 and 10 plants in the 
first phase. If the feedback of the previous pilot is positive – as hoped, 
then the idea will be generalized in the later phases.  

Awards / recognition
Actually, this proposed project is in-phase. It is planned to search for a 
grant if the selected sample achieves significant outcomes.

Some Selected MoU’s
 O MoU for funding a research project titled with “Robust Design and 

Implementation of Generating Electricity Unit Using Thermal Solar 
Power Using Parabolic Trough Collector

 O MoU for funding a research project titled with “Re-usage of Organiza-

tions’ IT Resources for Advanced Technical Services” 
 O MoU for funding a research project titled with “Electro-Mechanical 

Enhancement of Electric Elevators to Save Energy and Sustainability 
Work during Power Outages in Gaza Strip.  

 O MoU with “Palestinian Federation of Industries”
 O MoU with “Municipality of Gaza”
 O MoU with “RESALA Charity Association”
 O MoU with “Palestinian Energy & Natural Resources Authority”
 O MoU with “Welfare Association”
 O MoU with “Human Appeal Int.”
 O MoU with “Palestinian Ministry of Health”

Some Implemented Activities
 O Research visit to Human Appeal Int.
 O Research visit to Abu Iskandar Company
 O Research visit to some factories (Olive Mill, Nuts Roastery)
 O Participation in-workshops and conferences
 O Presentation in UCAS – How to select Appropriate Graduation Proj-

ect.
 O Presentation in Alazhar University and UCAS Khan Younis Campus 

Exploitation of Solar Energy in Gaza Strip.
 O Employment Day – UCAS
 O Business plan competition
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Case studies of good practice 
activities in KTT55.5. PPU Innovation and Technology Transfer Center

Success story
Leather and Footwear Products Development Center (LFPDC).
Training Center accredited by the Ministry of Labour that  provides Leather and 
Footwear industries sector in Palestine with necessary services in the field of 
Training and Capacity Building programs that meet the needs of the sector, in 
addition to support activities including products lab tests, CAD/CAM design and 
Information resources and data bases in the field.
Services and activities: R&D and Applied Research, Academic Development, Ca-
pacity Building programs, Technical Consultations , Joint Pilot Projects, Industri-
al Solutions, Design Solutions , Quality Testing services , Industrial Ser-
vices , Information databases and resources , Job creation services , Knowledge 
and Technology Transfer Opportunities, Networking and Collaboration Oppor-
tunities , Awareness-Cultural services , Entrepreneurial and Innovative Services / 
Solutions.

Target groups and stakeholders
 O Palestinian Youth of both genders who have passed 10th grade successfully 

as a minimum requirement to join the new intended vocational program of 
level (2).

 O Already employed labour force who are willing to obtain further trainings.
 O PPU Staff who join Technical TOT in fields related.
 O Staff of PPU and partners who join Educational and Pedagogical TOT Pro-

grams.
 O PPU Staff, Representatives of TVET institutions and representatives of the 

partners and the private sector who join capacity building programs in man-
agerial and administration.

 O Traditionally operated industrial firms owners and managers of production 
lines (to understand the value added through adopting modern manufac-
turing techniques).

 O Individuals from the local community having special needs, sensitive social 
or gender objectives, marginalized people and residents of area “C”.

 O Private and public sector through variety of awareness-promotional-part-
nership campaigns.

 O Industrial sector through utilizing expertise and problem technical-man-
agement solutions including Quality tests and Design Technologies.

Quantitative data
 O Number of Agreements and MOU’s signed: 3.
 O Number of developed academic programs: 2.
 O Number of PPU staff obtained ToT programs: 4.
 O Number of training courses conducted: 3.
 O Number of developed and updated labs and workshops: 3.
 O Percentage of services offered to the community: 50% at least.

Awards / recognition
 O Accreditation: Ministry of Labour (MOL) and Ministry of Educa-

tion and Higher Education (MoEHE).
 O Support: Ministry of National Economy (MoNE), Palestinian 

Standards Institution (PSI), Palestinian Federation of Leather 
Industries (PFLI) and Palestinian Chambers of Commerce, In-
dustry and Agriculture (PCCIA).

 O Donors List: French Development Agency (AFD), Italian Gov-
ernment, Belgian Development Agency (BTC) and German Co-
operation (GIZ).

Some Selected MoU’s
 O MoU:Metallic and Engineering Industries Union (MEIU), Pales-

tinian Standards Institution (PSI).
 O MoU:Hebron Chamber of Commerce and Industry (HCCI).
 O MoU:Royal Industrial and Trading Company.
 O MoU:Engineers Association - Jerusalem Center (E.A).
 O MoU:Palestinian Standards Institution (PSI).
 O MoU:Palestinian Federation of Leather Industries 

(PFLI),Hebron Leather and Footwear Cluster,Hebron 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (HCCI), Ministry of 
National Economy (MoNE).

 O MoU: Higher Council for Innovation and Excellence 
(HCIE).

 O MoU:Al-Jebrini Dairy and Food Stuff Company.
 O MoU:Palestinian Businessmen Forum (PBF).
 O MoU:Schneider Electric, Al-Takamul Engineering.
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 O MoU:Al-Haddad Investment and Steel Company.
Some Implemented Activities

 O Equipping PPU ILO Office
 O Dissemination activities
 O Presentations for Different Events
 O National Membership
 O Workshop with the Industry
 O Researcher - Enterprise Network participating
 O Business Plan Competition
 O MOU with the HCIE
 O Training Visits and Study Tours
 O Conferences and workshop participation
 O Links among students and researchers
 O First Trade Fair
 O Employment Marathon (1)
 O Collaboration Agreements
 O Employment Marathon Day (2)

 

Case studies of good practice 
activities in KTT5
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uestionnaireQ
6
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Questionnaire

B) Modes of KTT - knowledge and technology transfer (not to be published)

B.1. modes of KTT addressed by your organisation´s activities

Commercialization of R&D results by patenting, licensing

Entrepreneurship: spin-outs from university, start-ups
(eg via incubator, eg entrepreneurship training courses)

Student mobility, career services (eg work placements in businesses, 
experience abroad)

Student projects with businesses

Mobility of academics between science and businesses 
(eg Teachers from Industry; PhD in enterprises)

Involvement of businesses in curricula development

Lifelong learning, training courses

Workload % of total 

Which modes of knowledge and technology transfer are addressed and promoted by your activities, and to 
what extent (approximately, total = %100 workload)?

6
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Commercialization of R&D results by patenting, licensing

Commercialization of R&D results by patenting, licensing

R&D collaboration / contract research projects,

Entrepreneurship: spin-outs from university, start-ups
(eg via incubator, eg entrepreneurship training courses)

Entrepreneurship: spin-outs from university, start-ups
(eg via incubator, eg entrepreneurship training courses)

Student mobility, career services (eg work placements in businesses, 
experience abroad)

Student mobility, career services (eg work placements in businesses, 
experience abroad)

Student projects with businesses

Student projects with businesses

Mobility of academics between science and businesses 
(eg Teachers from Industry; PhD in enterprises)

Mobility of academics between science and businesses 
(eg Teachers from Industry; PhD in enterprises)

Involvement of businesses in curricula development

Involvement of businesses in curricula development

Lifelong learning, training courses

Lifelong learning, training courses

Ranking (or n.a.):

< 1 yrs. 
ago

1-3 yrs.
ago

> 3 yrs.
ago
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43

B.6. What are the key elements you use in reporting KTT performance:
qualitative information and/or (if applicable) quantitative key indicators 

C.1. title of the activity / project / service (if applicable)

C.2. Content of the activity / project / service (overview)

C.3. What are the target groups and stakeholders of this activity / project / service?

B.5. Is there a service provided for the assessment of the commercial potential of researcher’s inventions or
research results, in order to select appropriate commercialization means (e.g. license, patent sale, start up, spin 

and businesses that you regard as good practice, and tell us more about it:

other stakeholders

C) Good practice activity in one or more KTT modes
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C.4. Please give us some quantitative data on the „size” of this activity

C.5. Has this activity / project / service received awards or gained wider recognition?

D.4. What are the 3 most relevant public funding instruments for KTT in your region/country?

D.3. Please give us an assessment on working with SMEs in order to promote KTT.
If applicable, please distinguish between established and young SMEs (start-ups)

e.

Factors promoting KTT („KTT drivers”) / Factors hampering KTT

at SMEs level at university level other

D) Businesses involved in KTT activities (not to be published):

D.1. Where is the majority of your business target group located (geographical scope)

Regional (appr. 100-20 km distance)

Local (eg city, appr. 20 km distance)

Beyond 100 km distance
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E.3. Please provide a short history of your organisation

D.3. Please give us an assessment on working with SMEs in order to promote KTT.
If applicable, please distinguish between established and young SMEs (start-ups)

No. of persons in the organisation dedicated to KTT (knowledge and technology transfer), approximately:

eg what was the nucleus of this organisation (and when was it established), has it expanded its services, were there 
reorganizations…

Science / engineering graduates

Other graduates 

Law / business economic graduates

E) More about your organisation (to be published only at request)

Persons:

in %, appr.

FTE (full time equivalent):

E.4. Who provides the budget for your organisation´s KTT activities, to which extent (appr.)

The university:    …. % Other public sources    …  % Private    ... %

E.5 If you raise funds from private sources please tell us a bit more about it

eg: do you charge fees and for which services, are there donators ...
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E.7. Thinking about your most valuable partners for KTT, please explain what makes them the most valuable,
and the parameters you use to judge this.

F.2. Does the university have a CRIS (current research information system)?

E.6. Do you collaborate with other partners in KTT on a strategic or operative level?

Please think of other universities and their organisations, other Higher Education Institutions (HEI), other Research 
and Technology Organisations (RTO), other intermediaries like Chamber of Commerce, incubators, technology parks, 
service enterprises, manufacturing enterprises, public sector bodies and tell us a bit about the context and content of 
the collaboration

F) R&D databases as prerequisites for promoting KTT

F.1. Which organisation within your university collects data from university’s faculties

facilities etc.) and how is this done?

G) Infrastructure for promoting KTT

G.
are targeted at regional SMEs? If so, please specify

eg: incubator park, technology centre, innovation labs for students, ... please tell us who this infrastructure is owned / 
managed by (eg the university)
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PO. Box 7 Nablus, West Bank, Palestine

0097092345982

EU_Projects@najah.edu

0097092345113 Ext. 3010

www.step-tempus.net

An-Najah National University – 

Grant Holder.

STEP Consortium
 An-Najah National University

 Islamic University of Gaza

 University College of Applied Sciences

 Hebron University

 Palestine Polytechnic University

 Nablus Chamber Of Commerce and Industry

 Palestinian Chamber of Commerce-Gaza Governorates

 Palestinian Ministry of Education and Higher Education

 University of Alicante

 Leipzig University of Applied Sciences

 Alma Mater Studiorum-Universita di Bologna
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